55th Championship Show and Restricted Trial
critiques
CONFORMATION SHOW

BABY PUPPY BITCH
1. 151 DELAFORCE HUBBA BUBBA - 15/12/02 - 5100026599 - (S: *Nilson
vom Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x D: *Astasia Zola A Z
- 4100035969) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Cooke I & M 6 months Very Promising
2. 154 MAJALIBRE HELENIS - 11/2/03 - 9100003484 - (S: *Jock v Arlett a
Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1917007 x D: *Majalibre Camlot A Z 910000265) – Bdr: Lowes B/Bailey T - Exh: Hughes M/Smith-Mitchell S 4
months Very Promising
3. 152 VONPETA VICTORIA - 8/1/03 - 5100026765 - (S: *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Vonpeta Reggie A Z 5100016862) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE 5 months Very
Promising
4. 156 SAGENHAFT RHINESTONE - 28/2/03 - 5100027530 - (S: *Nilson
vom Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x D: *Sagenhaft Sheer
Charm A Z - 5100006191) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Tester JA & CA 3 months
Very Promising
5. 153 LEPPSDORF ROSIE - 13/1/03 - 5100027044 - (S: *Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x D: *Leppsdorf Klassy Kitty
A Z) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Hume L 5 months Very Promising
6. 155. SAGENHAFT RAPUNZEL - 28/02/03 – 5100027531 – (S *Nilson
vom Wildsteigerland a Z H neg (Imp gmy) – SZ20662603 x D *Sagenhaft
Sheer Charm A Z 5100006191 – Bdr Tester J & C – Exh D & R Evans. 3
months Very Promising

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
1. 164 BRUANGIE ZELTA - 3/12/02 - 5100026435 - (S: *Aimsway Abacus A
Z H.Neg - 2100096239 x D: *Bruangie Ishanti A Z - S1547408) – Bdr: Exh
- Exh: Corlett K & V Very Promising
6 months. Dentition correct. Medium size medium strong harmonious well
constructed bitch of good type. Good feminine head ideally the eye should
be a little darker and the stop more pronounced. Slightly short neck level
withers firm back. Ideally croup should be a little longer and better angled.
Good forequarter angulation good length of foreleg for age. Good
hindquarter angulation ideally upper thighbone should be longer. Stands
correct in front. Wide going hocks should be firmer. Correct coming
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elbows should be firmer. During movement displays good ground covering
gait with powerful drive.
162 SHEPROSE MISS ABACUS - 1/11/02 - 5100026049 - (S: *Aimsway
Abacus A Z H.Neg - 2100096239 x D: *Ch Darkana Elle McPherson S227419) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Owen B Very Promising
7 months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium frame
harmonious well constructed bitch of very good type. Good feminine head
however the eye should be darker. Correct length of neck level withers
firm back. Long slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation good
length of foreleg. Good hindquarter angulation however both upper and
lower thighbone’s should be longer. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
going hocks should be a little firmer. Correct coming both elbows and
pasterns should be firmer. During movement displays good ground gait
however she falls slightly on the forehand and ideally the reach and drive
should be more pronounced.
160 SHAITAN ONYX - 21/9/02 - 5100026031 - (S: *Rhosyn Quest for
Power A Z H.Neg - 5100026030 x D: *Shaitan Gold Digger A Z S1558063) – Bdr: Phillis J (Mrs) - Exh: Gray K & A Very Promising
8½ months. dentition correct. Above medium size strong substantial well
constructed bitch of good type. Strong feminine head good skull planes.
Good length of neck level wither firm back. Good length and lay of croup.
Very good angulation of the forehand ideally foreleg should be longer and
the pasterns a little firmer. Very good hindquarter angulation however the
upper thigh bone should be longer. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
going the hocks should be firmer. Correct coming both elbows and
pasterns should be firmer. During movement displays good ground
covering gait however tends to fall on the forehand.
163 AZUREBRIGHT CHEYANNE - 3/12/02 - 5100026623 - (S: *Ch
Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Ch Sheprose
Elvira A Z - 5100004503) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Smalbil R Very Promising
6 months. Dentition correct. Ideal medium size strong substantial
harmonious well constructed bitch of good type and outlook. Strong
feminine head with desired eye colour. Correct length of neck level withers
still firm back. Very good length and lay of croup. Very good angulation of
the forehand. She should not get any deeper. Good underline. Very good
hindquarter angulation broad thighs short strong hocks. Stands correct in
front. Moves correct going the hocks should be a little firmer. Correct
coming the elbows should be firmer and the feet a little tighter. During
movement displays good ground covering gait however tends to fall on the
forehand and has a slightly hook in her tail.
161 SHEPROSE MAGIC MELODY - 1/11/02 - 5100026050 - (S:
*Aimsway Abacus A Z H.Neg - 2100096239 x D: *Ch Darkana Elle
McPherson - S227419) – Bdr: Owen B - Exh: Saint I & B/Owen B Very
Promising
7 months. Dentition correct. Above medium size strong slightly stretched
substantial puppy of good colouration and pigmentation. Strong feminine

head with desired masking and eye colour. The ears are a little wide set.
Slightly short neck level withers firm back. Ideally the croup be a little
longer. Good forequarter angulation. Good length of fore leg. Good
hindquarter angulation where upper thighbone should be longer. Stands
correct in front. Moves correct going firm hocks. Correct coming slightly
loose elbows. During movement displays good ground covering gait
however both reach and drive should be more pronounced.

PUPPY BITCH
1. 165 ADELORA ZENA - 13/6/02 - 2100147586 - (S: *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Adelora Remy A Z 2100147556) – Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J - Exh: Pittelli S
Very Promising
12 months. Double P1 upper right. Above medium size strong harmonious
well constructed bitch of very good type and outlook. Strong feminine
head very good skull planes good strength of upper and lower jaw. Ideally
mask could be a little darker. Correct length of neck high wither firm back.
Very good length and lay of croup. Very good angulation of the forehand
with correct chest development for age. Very good length of foreleg. Very
good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation broad powerful thigh
short strong hocks. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going hocks
should be a little firmer. Correct coming elbows to be a little firmer.
2. 171 VONPETA U IDIOT - 19/7/02 - 5100025729 - (S: *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Ch Eisenland B Witched A Z 6100011134) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE Very Promising
10½ months. Dentition correct. Ideal medium size medium frame compact
well constructed bitch of very good type and outlook. Strong feminine
head ideally eye should be a little darker. Correct length of neck level
withers strong back. Good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter
angulation however ideally upper arm should be a little better angled.
Good length of foreleg she is slightly shallow in underchest. Very good
hindquarter angulation with broad well muscled thighs. Stands correct in
front. Moves correct going the hocks should be a little firmer. Moves
correct coming the elbows should be a little firmer. During movement
displays very good ground covering gait with good reach powerful drive
transmitted through a firm back.
3. 173 CRAISAN ZARA - 21/8/02 - 5100025654 - (S: *Bodecka Grandslam
A Z H.Neg - 3100046079 x D: *Craisan Petra A Z - S1600387) – Bdr:
Haysman R & J - Exh: Babenberg Kennels/Haysman J Very Promising
9½ months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium frame well
constructed bitch of good type and outlook. Strong feminine head good
skull planes. Ideally eye should be a little darker. Correct length of neck
level wither firm back. Croup is good length but set slightly steep. Good
angulation of the forehand. Good chest development for age and good
length of foreleg. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation with
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broad thigh and short strong hocks. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
going hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct coming the elbows
should be a little firmer. During movement displays very good ground
covering gait with very good reach and drive.
170 RHOSYN XTRA SPECIAL - 12/7/02 - 5100024638 - (S: *Xio Avax a
Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ65362/01 x D: *Rhosyn Ginzano A Z - 5100002022) –
Bdr: Collins SJ & C - Exh: Schoemaker TH Very Promising
11 months. Dentition correct. Large medium strong slightly stretched wellangulated bitch of good type and outlook. Strong feminine head idea eye
should be darker. Correct length of neck level wither firm back. Good
length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation good chest
development for age. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation with
broad thighs however the upper thigh bone should be a little longer.
Stands correct in front. Moves wide going hocks should be firmer. Moves
wide coming the elbows should be a little firmer. During movement
displays good ground covering gait with good reach and drive. Ideally the
ears should remain a little firmer in movement.
168 ADELORA ANASTASIA - 11/7/02 - 2100145612 - (S: *Ch
Leishjaclyn Zpartacus A Z H.Neg - 4100050462 x D: *Adelora Roxy A Z 2100082542) – Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J - Exh: Lines T &
D/Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J Very Promising
11 Months. Dentition correct. Large strong slightly stretched bitch of
overall good type. Good feminine head ideally eye should be a little
darker. Short neck level wither firm back. Good length and lay of croup.
Good forequarter angulation however the upper arm should be a little
better angled. She has good length of foreleg slightly steep pasterns.
Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation ideally upper thighbone
should be longer. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going hocks
should be a little firmer. Slightly narrow coming elbows should be a little
firmer. During movement displays good ground covering gait ideally reach
should be a little more pronounced.
169 RHOSYN XENIA - 12/7/02 - 5100024632 - (S: *Xio Avax a Z (Imp
Gmy) - SZ65362/01 x D: *Rhosyn Ginzano A Z - 5100002022) – Bdr:
Collins SJ & C - Exh: Halling DC & Morgan RU Very Promising
11 Months.dentition correct. above medium size strong substantial well
constructed puppy of good type. Strong feminine head ideally eye should
be a little darker. Short neck level withers firm back. Croup is good length
but should be a little better moulded. Very good forequarter angulation
with good chest development for age. Good underline. Good hindquarter
angulation short strong hocks. Stands correct in front. Moves wide going
hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct coming elbows should be a
little firmer. During movement displays good ground covering gait ideally
drive should be more pronounced.
172 KARLSKIND QUADRUPLICATE - 3/8/02 - 5100025313 - (S: *Ch
Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: Karlskind Total
Bliss A Z - S1653867) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Coppola J/Gale P Promising

10 Months. Dentition correct. Large standing on the upper limit. Strong
slightly stretched bitch who should show overall better colouration. Strong
feminine head however the ears are slightly wide set and the upper jaw
should be a little stronger. Desired eye colour. Slightly short neck level
withers firm back. Croup is good length but set slightly steep. Good
forequarter angulation ideally upper arm should be a little better angled.
Good length of foreleg. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation with
broad thighs however upper and lower thigh should be longer. Stands
correct in front. Moves correct going firm hocks. Moves slightly narrow
coming elbows should be firmer. During movement displays good ground
covering gait however both reach and drive should be more pronounced.

JUNIOR BITCH
1. 175 CH.VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ - 25/1/02 - 5100022730 (S: *Vonpeta Questor A Z H.Neg - 5100012653 x D: *Ch Eisenland B
Witched A Z - 6100011134) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
Very Good
16½ months. Dentition correct. Ideal medium size medium strong compact
well constructed well-pigmented and coloured bitch of overall good type
and outlook. Strong feminine head with desired masking and eye colour.
Correct length of neck high withers firm back. Croup is good length but set
slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation with good length of foreleg.
Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation with broad thigh short
strong hocks. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going firm hocks.
Moves correct coming firm elbows. During movement displays very good
ground covering gait with very good reach powerful drive transmitted
through absolutely firm back.
2. 180 ALDAHOVEN HIGH FIDELITY - 27/3/02 - 5100023615 - (S: *Sing Ch
Nitro v Tronje a Z H.Neg (Imp Sing) - SZ2020041 x D: *Aldahoven
Magenta A Z CDX - S1615122) – Bdr: Rumble A - Exh: Vigor D
Very
Good
15½ months. Dentition correct. Above medium size strong substantial
harmoniously well constructed bitch of good type. Strong feminine head
with good skull planes good eye colour. Correct length of neck high wither
firm back. Very good length and lay of croup. Very good angulation of the
forehand. Good length of foreleg. Good underline. Very good hindquarter
angulation however the upper thigh should be a little longer. Stands
correct in front. Moves correct going firm hocks. Moves correct coming
ideally the elbows should be a little firmer. During movement displays very
good ground covering gait with powerful hindquarter drive.
3. 179 PESHAR INGA AZ - 9/3/02 - 3100093434 - (S: *Ingo v Frankengold a
Z - SZ1973423 x D: *Jaimon Kloud A Z) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Savickas P & S
Very Good
15 months. Dentition correct. Large bitch standing on upper limit. Strong
substantial slightly stretched bitch of overall good type and pigmentation.

Strong feminine head ideally the eye should be a little darker. Correct
length of neck high withers firm back. Croup is very good mould but
should be a little longer. Good forequarter angulation ideally upper arm
should be a little better angled. Yet to achieve final chest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation
however both upper and lower thighbone should be longer. Hocks a little
long. Moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer, moves narrow
the elbows should be a little firmer. During movement displays very good
ground covering gait.
4. 178 ORRINSHIR XCELL AZ - 4/3/02 - 3100092728 - (S: *Iccara Livin
Lavida Loca A Z H.Neg - 6100017968 x D: *Orrinshir Quick Sand A Z 3100022449) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Taylor S
Very Good
15 months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium strong feminine
bitch of overall good type and pigmentation. Shown slightly out of coat
today. Strong feminine head good skull planes good strength of upper and
lower jaw. Ideally the eye should be a little darker. Slightly short neck high
withers firm back. Very good length and lay of croup. Very good
forequarter angulation with very good length of foreleg. Slightly steep
pasterns. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs.
Stands correct in front. Moves correct going the hocks should be a little
firmer. Moves correct coming elbows should be a little firmer. During
movement displays very good ground covering gait with good reach and
drive.
5. 174 NATCHEZ BUNDABERG RUM AZ - 22/1/02 - 5100022820 - (S:
*Natchez Vampire Slayer A Z H.Neg x D: *Newedge Foreplay A Z) – Bdr:
Exh - Exh: Smith P Very Good
16½ months. Dentition correct. Large standing on upper limit of size.
Strong slightly stretched bitch of good type and outlook. Strong feminine
head. Slightly short neck level withers strong back. Good length and lay of
croup. Good forequarter angulation with pronounced chest development
for age. Correct length of foreleg good underline. Good hindquarter
angulation with broad thighs short hocks ideally the upper thighbone
should be a little longer. Stands correct in front however the front feet
should be a little tighter. Moves correct going firm hocks. Correct coming
both elbows and pasterns should be a little firmer. During movement
displays good ground covering gait however ideally the reach should be a
little more pronounced.
6. 181 GILARISHA ELSA - 15/4/02 - ? - (S: *Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy A
Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Alimanda Gila A Z - S1554804) – Bdr: Exh Exh: Archbold I & R Very Good
14 Months. Dentition correct. Large strong slightly stretched wellconstructed bitch of good type. Strong feminine head ideally the stop
should be more pronounced. Short neck level wither firm back. Good
length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation. Should not get any
deeper. Good hindquarter angulation ideally the upper thigh should be a
little longer. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going hocks should be

a little firmer. Correct coming elbows should be a little firmer. During
movement displays good ground covering gait ideally the ligamentation in
the back should be a little firmer.
7. 183 SPELLBINDA KRYSTAL STORM - 5/5/02 - 3100096515 - (S:
*Bodecka Grandslam A Z H.Neg - 3100046079 x D: *Spellbinda High
Society A Z - 3100048535) – Bdr: Adams A - Exh: Petrella R & S
Very
Good
13.Months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium strong well
constructed bitch of overall good type and outlook. Strong feminine head
with very good skull planes. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly
short neck level withers firm back. Very good length and lay of croup.
Good forequarter angulation where upper arm should be a little better
angled. Good length of foreleg. Good underline. Very good hindquarter
angulation with broad thighs. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going
hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct coming both the elbows and
the pasterns should be a little firmer.
8. 176 BRUANGIE WILLOW MIST - 21/2/02 - 5100023364 - (S: *Lassland
Thunda Downunda A Z x D: *Bruangie La Lola A Z) – Bdr: Exh - Exh:
Corlett K & V
Very Good
15 ½ months. Dentition correct. Large standing on upper limit of size.
Strong substantial brood type bitch shown in slightly heavy condition
today. Strong feminine head with good skull planes however the mask
should be a little darker as should the eye. Correct length of neck level
withers firm back. Very good length and lay of croup. Good angulation of
the forehand should not get any deeper. Good length of foreleg. Good
underline. Good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs short strong
hocks. Stands correct in front. Moves wide going hocks should be a little
firmer. Moves wide coming elbows should be a little firmer. During
movement displays good groundcovering gait however the overall
ligamentation should be firmer and she falls slightly on the forehand.
9. 184 DEMTORI ARINA LEIGH - 31/5/02 - 2100143432 - (S: *Joanchell
Bravado A Z H.Neg x D: *Demtori Fia A Z) – Bdr: Lund C - Exh: Helbig AJ
Very Good
12½ months. Dentition correct. Large standing on upper limit of size.
Strong slightly stretched bitch shown slightly out of coat today. Good
feminine head however both eye and masking should be a little darker.
Slightly short neck level withers firm back. Good length and lay of croup;
good forequarter angulation with good length of foreleg. Yet to achieve
final chest development. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation
where the thighs should be broader and the hocks a little shorter. Stands
correct in front. Moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer. Slightly
narrow coming the elbows should be a little firmer. During movement
displays good groundcovering gait however drive should be more
pronounced.
10. 182 DARKNIGHT JEMIMA - 20/4/02 - 5100024190 - (S: *Turnberry Hugo
Boss A Z H.Neg - 2100055167 x D: *Rhosyn Koffee A Z - 5100009942) –

Bdr: Lacey C - Exh: Halling DC
Very Good
14 months. Dentition correct. Large standing on upper limit of size. Strong
substantial well constructed bitch of good type and outlook. Strong
feminine head with desired eye colour. Correct length of neck high withers
firm back. Good length and lay of croup. Very good angulation of the
forehand. Correct chest development for age. Very good length of foreleg.
Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation ideally both upper and lower
thighbone should be longer. Stands correct in front. Moves wide going
hocks should be firmer. Moves correct coming the elbows should be a little
firmer. During movement displays good groundcovering gait however
tends to fall on the forehand?

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
1. 187 *HAGENSTOLZ FIRE N ICE AZ - 29/5/01 - 3100078498 - (S: *Nwy
Ch Hacky V Finkenschlag a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1963404 x D: *Ch
Hagenstolz Jerry Hall A Z) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Taylor A/Pettenhoffer A
Very Good
2 years. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium strong wellconstructed bitch good type and outlook. Strong feminine head ideally eye
should be a little darker as should mask. Ideally neck should be a little
longer high wither firm back. Good length and lay of croup. Good
forequarter angulation. Yet to achieve final chest development. Good
length of foreleg. Good underline. Very good hindquarter angulation broad
thighs. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going hocks should be a little
firmer. Moves correct coming both elbows should be a little tighter as
should the feet. During movement displays very good ground covering gait
with powerful drive.
2. 191 RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH AZ - 9/9/01 - 5100021078 - (S: *Rhosyn
Kriskross A Z H.Neg - 5100016995 x D: *Rhosyn Chicago Hope A Z S1630538) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Collins SJ & C Very Good
21 months. Double P1 upper right. Large bitch standing on upper limit of
size. Large medium strong harmonious well constructed bitch of very good
type. Very good head and expression. Ideally the lower jaw should be a
little stronger. Slightly short neck high wither firm back. Very good length
and lay of croup. Good angulation of the forehand. Pronounced chest
development for age. Good length of the foreleg. Good underline. Very
good hindquarter angulation broad thighs. Stands correct in front. Moves
wide going hocks should be a little firmer. Correct coming elbows should
be tighter as should the feet. During movement displays very good ground
covering gait with very good reach and powerful drive.
3. 192 *GILARISHA CORKA AZ - 12/9/01 - 510002175 - (S: *Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Alimanda Gila A Z S1554804) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Archbold I & R
Very Good
21 months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium strong slightly
stretched bitch of good type. Good feminine head with desired eye colour.

Slightly short neck level withers firm back. Ideally the croup should be a
little longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation where upper
arm should be better angled. Yet to achieve final chest development.
Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation short hocks. Stands correct
in front. Moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct
coming elbows should be a little tighter. During movement displays very
good gait with very good reach and powerful drive.
4. 190 SAGENHAFT JUSTA TART AZ - 3/9/01 - 5100021186 - (S: *Vonpeta
Questor A Z H.Neg - 5100012653 x D: Sagenhaft S Brindabella A Z) –
Bdr: Exh - Exh: Tester JA & CA
Very Good
21 months. Dentition correct. Large medium strong slightly stretched sable
bitch of very good type and outlook. Strong feminine head with good skull
planes. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly short neck level
withers firm back. Whilst croup is good length should be laid a little better.
Very good forequarter angulation. Yet to achieve final chest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Good underline. Very good hindquarter and
however the upper thigh bone should be a little longer. Stands correct in
front. Moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct
coming firm elbows. During movement displays very good ground
covering gait with powerful drive and very good reach.
5. 194 *DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA AZ - 7/10/01 - 5100021678 - (S:
*Adelora Marcus A Z H.Neg - 2100047803 x D: *Rhosyn Koffee A Z 5100009942) – Bdr: Halling DC - Exh: Schoemaker TH/Halling DC
Very Good
20 months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium strong
harmonious well constructed bitch of good type. Strong feminine head with
good skull planes. Ideally eye should be a little darker as should masking.
Correct length of neck level withers firm back. Good length and lay of
croup. Good forequarter angulation. Yet to achieve final chest
development. Good length of foreleg. Good underline. Good hindquarter
angulation where upper thighbone should be longer. Stands correct in
front. Moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct
coming elbows should be a little tighter and also the feet a little tighter.
During movement displays good gait however both reach and drive should
be more pronounced.
6. 186 *CH.VONPETA SHEEZA MONA AZ - 13/12/00 - 5100017939 - (S:
*Ch Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Ch Vonpeta
Eva A Z - S1512373) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
Very
Good
2 ½ years. Dentition correct. Large medium strong compact well
constructed sable bitch who should be shown in a little heavier condition.
Good feminine head with good eye colour but the stop should be more
pronounced. Slightly short neck high wither firm back. Good length and lay
of croup. Good forequarter angulation but yet to achieve final chest
development. Good length of foreleg. Narrow underchest. Good

hindquarter angulation broad thighs. Moves correct going firm hocks.
Correct coming elbow should be a little firmer.
7. 189 *KEEDARA AIKO AZ - 17/8/01 - 5100021003 - (S: *Leberhine Ijaz A
Z H.Neg - 5100014919 x D: *Bruangie Indra A Z - S1547410) – Bdr: Exh Exh: Phillis J/Mayne B
Very Good
22 months. Dentition correct. Large standing on the upper limits of size.
Strong substantial brood type bitch of very good construction and
proportions. Strong feminine head very good skull planes ideally the eye
should be a little darker as should the masking. Correct length of neck
high wither firm back. Good length and lay of croup. Very good angulation
of the forehand with pronounced chest development. Very good length of
the foreleg. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation broad thighs.
Stands correct in front. Moves wide going hocks a little firmer. Moves
correct coming elbows a little firmer. During movement displays very good
ground covering gait with very good reach and powerful drive.
8. 188 *REGALSHEP KINDA A SWEET AZ - 15/6/01 - 5000020477 - (S:
*Rhosyn Kriskross A Z H.Neg - 5100016995 x D: *Regalshep Destany A Z
- S1972112) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Mayne D
Very Good
2 years. Dentition correct. Large strong substantial brood type bitch
presented out of coat today. Good feminine head however the lower jaw
should be stronger. Slightly short neck level withers firm back. Good
length and lay of croup. Good angulation of the forehand with good length
of foreleg. Good hind angulation however the thigh should be a little
broader. The upper thigh should be a little longer. Stands correct in front.
Pasterns a little vertical. Moves wide going firm hocks. Moves slightly
narrow coming elbows should be firmer. During movement displays good
groundcovering gait however falls slightly on the forehand.
9. 195 VONDOUSSA FAITH NO MORE AZ - 4/11/01 - 5100021878 - (S:
*Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Feldbach
Devine Intalude A Z - 2100002594) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Hueppauff A/Lloyd
M
Very Good
19 Months. Dentition correct. Large standing on upper limit of size. Strong
substantial slightly stretched bitch of overall good type. Very good head
and expression. Good strength of upper and lower jaw. Correct length of
neck level withers firm back. Short slightly steep croup. Good angulation
of the forehand however the upper arm should be a little better angled. Yet
to achieve final chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Very
good hindquarter angulation broad thigh. Stands correct in front. Moves
correct going hocks should be a little firmer. Moves correct coming firm
elbows. During movement displays very good gait ideally the drive should
be a little more pronounced.
10. 193 *WINBIRRA RITZY AZ - 14/9/01 - 3100083473 - (S: *Xio Avax a Z
(Imp Gmy) - SZ65362/01 x D: *Ch San Rancho Cinnomon A Z V1353436) – Bdr: Carless P - Exh: San Rancho Kennels
Very Good
20 months. Dentition correct. Large medium strong bitch present slightly
out of coat today. Good feminine head however the eye should be a little

darker and the lower jaw a little stronger. Short neck level withers firm
back. Good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation however
the upper arm should be a little better angled. Yet to achieve final chest
development. Good length of foreleg however the pasterns are a little
vertical. Good underline. Good hindquarter angulation however the thigh
should be a little broader. Stands correct in front. Moves narrow going
hocks should be firmer. Narrow coming the elbows should be firmer.
During movement displays good groundcovering gait however both reach
and drive should be more pronounced.
11. 196 TAURORN KRYSTAL SHIMMER AZ - 18/11/01 - 5100021849 - (S:
*Adelora Marcus A Z H.Neg - 2100047803 x D: *Delaforce Cool Runnings
A Z) – Bdr: Wellman G - Exh: Phillis J/Mayne B/Wellman G
Very Good
19½ months. Dentition correct. Above medium size medium strong
compact bitch presented out of coat today. Feminine head and expression
where underjaw should be stronger and the eye a little darker. Short neck
level wither firm back. Croup is good mould but ideally should be a little
longer. Good forequarter angulation. Pronounced chest development.
Good length of foreleg. Pasterns a little steep. Slightly shallow in
underchest. Good hindquarter angulation however both upper and lower
thigh should be a little longer. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going
firm hocks. Correct coming ideally the elbows should be a little tighter.
During movement displays very good ground covering gait ideally both the
reach and drive should be more pronounced.

OPEN BITCH
1. 204 *SPELLBINDA HIGH SOCIETY AZ - 13/10/99 - 3100048535 - (S:
*Stobar Peete A Z H.Neg - 3100016052 x D: *Ch Bronacre Ramoth A Z V1557475) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Adams A Excellent
3 years 8 months. dentition correct. large strong harmonious well
constructed bitch of very good type and outlook. strong feminine head
very good skull planes desired eye colour. correct length of neck high
withers firm back. very good length and lay of croup. very good forequarter
angulation pronounced chest development. very good length of foreleg.
good underline. very good hindquarter angulation broad thighs short hock.
stands correct in front. moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer.
moves correct coming the elbows should be a little firmer. during
movement displays very good groundcovering gait with exemplary reach
and drive transmitted through absolutely firm back.
2. 197 *CH.DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN AZ - 28/1/98 - 3100191283 - (S:
*Denargun Fandango A Z H.Neg x D: *Denargun Tomfoolery A Z) – Bdr:
Ballantyne KJ - Exh: Brabham JE
Excellent
5years 4 months. dentition correct. large strong substantial bitch of very
good type. strong feminine head very good planes of the skull very good
upper and lower jaw. strength correct length of neck level withers firm
back. Very good length and lay of croup. very good forequarter angulation.

pronounced chest development. very good length of foreleg. good
underline. very good hindquarter angulation broad well muscled thighs.
stands correct in front. moves correct going firm hocks. moves correct
coming elbows should be a little firmer. during movement displays very
good groundcovering gait with very good reach and powerful drive.
3. 200 *CH.EISENLAND B WITCHED AZ - 28/12/98 - 6100011134 - (S: *Ch
Lesko v Wildsteigerland a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1900372 x D:
*Eisenland Implicit A Z - W1554506) – Bdr: Royal KA & SA - Exh:
Damarell PN/Pike JE
Excellent
4 years 6 months. dentition correct. large strong substantial bitch of very
good type and proportions. strong feminine head very good skull planes
good strength of upper and lower jaw. correct length of neck high withers
firm back. very good length and lay of croup. very good forequarter
angulation. pronounced chest development. very good length of foreleg.
pasterns a little steep. very good underline. very good hindquarter
angulation broad well muscled thighs. stands correct in front. moves
correct going hocks should be a little firmer. correct coming elbows should
be a little firmer. during movement displays very good ground covering
gait with powerful drive and very good reach.
4. 208 *ORRINSHIR FANCY ANNIE AZ - 21/2/00 - 3100055936 - (S: *Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x D: *Orrinshir Quick
Sand A Z - 3100022449) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Taylor S
Excellent
3 years 4 months. dentition correct. large strong substantial harmonious
bitch of very good type. very good head and expression with desired eye
colour however ideally the lower jaw should be a little stronger and the
masking a little darker. correct length of neck high wither firm back. very
good length and lay of croup. very good forequarter angulation with
pronounced chest development. very good length of foreleg. good
underline. good hindquarter angulation ideally the upper thighbone should
be longer. stands correct in front. moves correct going firm hocks. moves
slightly wide coming the elbows should be a little tighter. during movement
displays very good ground covering gait with powerful drive and very good
reach.
5. 203 *SAGENHAFT WAR CRY AZ - 21/9/99 - 5100012502 - (S: *Ch
Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: Sagenhaft S
Brindabella A Z) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Tester JA & CA Excellent
3 years 9 months. dentition correct. above medium size medium strong
compact bitch presented out of coat today. very good head and
expression with desired eye colour. correct length of neck level withers
with a nick behind firm back. croup is good length but should be a little
better moulded. very good forequarter angulation. good pronounced chest
development. good length of foreleg. good underline. very good
hindquarter angulation. stands correct in front. moves correct going firm
hocks. moves correct coming firm elbows. during movement displays very
good ground covering gait with powerful drive.

6. 214 *ADELORA ULTRA SEXY AZ - 18/3/01 - 2100112555 - (S: *Ch
Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Gretelheim
Chelsea A Z - S1517603) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan
L&J
Excellent
2 years 3 months. dentition correct. above medium size medium strong
compact bitch of overall good type. very good head and expression with
desired eye colour. ideally the mask should be a little darker. correct
length of neck level wither firm back. good length of croup but should be
moulded a little better. good forequarter angulation yet to achieve final
chest development. good length of foreleg. good hindquarter angulation
ideally the upper thigh slightly be a little longer short strong hocks. stands
correct in front. moves correct going hocks should be a little firmer. moves
correct coming firm elbows. during movement displays very good ground
covering gait with good reach and drive.
7. 213 *BRUANGIE TITIAN GOLD AZ - 27/02/01 - 5100019375 - (S:
*Adelora Marcus A Z H.Neg - 2100047803 x D: *Bruangie La Lola A Z) –
Bdr: Exh - Exh: Corlett K & V
Excellent
2 years 4 months. dentition correct. large standing on upper limit of size.
strong substantial bitch presented out of coat today. good feminine head
however ideally the eye and masking should be a little darker. correct
length of neck level wither firm back. Good length and lay of the croup.
good angulation of the forehand. good length of foreleg. Good underline.
very good hindquarter angulation broad thighs. stands correct in front.
moves correct going firm hocks. moves correct coming firm elbows. during
movement displays good ground covering gait however both the reach
and drive should be more pronounced.
8. 215 *SAGENHAFT PRETTY WOMAN AZ - 10/5/01 - 5100019967 - (S:
*Ch Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Sagenhaft
Burlesque A Z - S1619079) – Bdr: Tester JA & CA - Exh: Smith CL/Tester
J&C
Excellent
2 years. dentition correct. large medium strong harmonious well
constructed well-coloured good type and outlook. good feminine head
underjaw should be stronger. slightly short neck high wither firm back.
good length and lay of croup. very good angulation of the forehand.
pronounced chest development. good length of the foreleg. Should not get
any deeper. good underline. very good hindquarter angulation broad
thighs. stands correct in front. moves correct going the hocks should be a
little firmer. correct coming elbows should be a little firmer. during
movement displays good ground covering gait however the drive should
be a little more pronounced.
9. 205 *ADELORA ROXY AZ - 18/12/99 - 2100082542 - (S: *Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z S1517603) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J
Excellent
3 years 6 months. dentition correct. large strong substantial bitch of overall
good type and outlook. strong feminine head ideally the masking should

be a little darker. slightly short neck level withers firm back. ideally the
croup should be a little longer and better angled. very good forequarter
angulation. pronounced chest development. good length of foreleg should
not become any deeper. good underline. very good hindquarter angulation
broad well muscled thighs. stands correct in front. moves correct going the
hocks should be a little firmer. correct coming the elbows should be a little
firmer. during movement displays very good ground covering gait ideally
the ligaments over the back should be firmer.
10. 216 *RHOSYN TOFFEE AZ - 29/5/01 - 5100019963 - (S: *Rhosyn
Kriskross A Z H.Neg - 5100016995 x D: *Rhosyn Ginzano A Z 5100002022) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Collins SJ & C
Excellent
2 years dentition correct. large standing on upper limit. strong substantial
brood type bitch harmonious outlook. good feminine head however the
underjaw should be a little stronger and the masking a little darker. Correct
length of neck level wither firm back. long well moulded croup. very good
forequarter angulation with pronounced chest development and good
length of foreleg. should not get any deeper. very good hindquarter
angulation broad well muscled thighs. stands correct in front. moves wide
going hocks should be firmer. moves wide coming the elbows should be
firmer. during movement displays good ground covering gait however falls
slightly on the forehand and ideally the ears should remain firmer on the
movement.
11. 206 *ALDAHOVEN JUST JAZZ AZ CD - 8/2/00 - 5100013955 - (S: *Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x D: *Aldahoven
Magenta A Z CDX - S1615122) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Rumble A Excellent
3 years 4 months. dentition correct. large strong compact well constructed
bitch of overall good type. good feminine head desired dark eye. ideally
the masking should be a little darker. slightly short neck level withers firm
back. good length and lay of croup. very good forequarter angulation with
pronounced chest development. should not get any deeper. good
underline. good hindquarter angulation however both the upper and lower
thighbone should be a little longer. stands correct in front. moves correct
going firm hocks. moves narrow coming the elbows should be a little
tighter. during movement displays good ground covering gait ideally the
ligaments in the back should be firmer.
12. 199 *VONPETA NADINE AZ ET CD - 28/9/98 - 5100007523 - (S: *Ch Alk
v Domenica a Z H.Neg - SZ1790485 x D: *Ch Blitzenhund Sorbet City A
Z) – Bdr: Damarell P/Pike J - Exh: O’Loughlin W & J
Excellent
4 years 9 months. dentition correct. large bitch standing on upper limits.
large strong substantial brood type bitch of overall good proportions. good
feminine head however ideally lower jaw should be stronger and the eye a
little darker. short neck level wither firm back. croup is good length but
should be moulded a little better. very good forequarter angulation.
pronounced chest development. good foreleg should not get any deeper.
very good hindquarter angulation broad thighs slightly long hocks. stands
correct in front. moves narrow behind the hocks should be firmer. narrow

coming the elbows should be firmer. during movement displays good
ground covering gait however the reach and drive should be more
pronounced and the ears a little firmer in movement.
13. 201 *ASTASIA ZOLA AZ - 1/3/99 - 4100035969 - (S: *Astasia Kansas A
Z H.Neg x D: *Ch Astasia Lola A Z) – Bdr: Hersant B - Exh: Cooke I & M
Excellent
4 years 3 months. dentition correct. large standing on upper limits. strong
substantial well constructed brood type bitch shown in little heavy
condition today. strong feminine head good skull planes desired eye
colour. mask should be a little darker. slightly short neck level withers nick
behind strong back. ideally croup should be a little longer and better
angled. very good forequarter angulation with pronounced chest
development. good length of foreleg. stands a little deep in proportions.
very good hindquarter angulation broad thighs short strong hock. stands
correct in front. moves correct going firm hocks. moves correct coming
slightly loose elbows. during movement displays very good ground
covering gait with very good reach ideally the drive should be a little more
pronounced.
14. 198 *FLICONA KOKOMO AZ - 6/9/98 - 4100026955 - (S: *Gigolo vd
Noriswand a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1882521 x D: *Ch Astasia Yana A Z
- Q1496624) – Bdr: Perkins G - Exh: Shephardhill Kennels
Excellent
4 years 9 months. chipped upper incisor left one. large strong substantial
bitch presented out of coat today. strong feminine head ideally the eye
should be a little darker. correct length of neck level withers with nick
behind strong back. long slightly flat croup. very good angulation of the
forehand. pronounced chest development. very good length of the foreleg.
good underline. good hindquarter angulation ideally the upper thighbone
should be a little longer. stands correct in front. moves correct going hocks
should be a little firmer. moves wide coming the elbows should be a little
firmer. during movement displays good groundcovering gait where reach
and drive should be more pronounced. ideally this bitch should have been
presented in slightly heavier condition.
15. 209 *REGALSHEP JUST WITCHERY AZ - 5/5/00 - 5100015469 - (S: *Ch
Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Regalshep
Destany A Z - S1972112) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Mayne D
Excellent
3 years. Double P1 upper right. large standing on upper limit. medium
strong sable bitch presented out of coat today. good feminine head with
desired eye colour. ideally the mask should be darker. slightly short neck
level withers firm back. good length and lay of croup. good forequarter
angulation. yet to achieve final chest development. good length of foreleg.
slightly steep pasterns. good underline. good hindquarter angulation.
stands correct in front. moves correct going firm hocks. moves correct
coming firm elbows.
16. 217 *VONDOUSSA ELECTRA FY AZ - 29/5/01 - 5100020197 - (S:
*Ambala Ronald Belford A Z H.Neg - 2100019518 x D: *Vondouusa Bold
Bitch A Z ET - 5100007471) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Hueppauff A/Lloyd M

Excellent
2 years. dentition correct. above medium size medium strong slightly
stretched bitch. good feminine head however eye should be a little darker.
correct length of neck level wither firm back. croup is good length but
should be better moulded. good forequarter angulation ideally the upper
arm should be a little better angled. yet to achieve final chest
development. little steep in pasterns. good hindquarter angulation
however the upper thigh bone should be longer. slightly long hocks.
stands correct in front. moves correct going the hocks should be firmer.
moves correct coming the elbows should be firmer. during movement
good ground covering gait ideally should show a little more hindquarter
drive.
17. 211 *ADELORA SASHA AZ - 8/11/00 - 2100104217 - (S: *Adelora
Marcus A Z H.Neg - 2100047803 x D: *Adelora Nikkitta A Z -) – Bdr:
Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J - Exh: Halling DC
Excellent
2 years 7 months. dentition correct. above medium size medium strong
bitch of overall good type. good feminine head however the eye should be
a little darker and the masking a little darker. slightly short neck level
wither firm back. good length and lay of croup. good angulation of the
forehand. good length of foreleg. good hindquarter angulation however the
upper thigh should be a little longer. stands correct in front. moves correct
going hocks should be a little firmer. moves correct coming the elbows
should be a little tighter. during movement displays a very good ground
covering gait ideally the ligaments of the back should remain a little firmer.
18. 210 *VONPETA REGGIE AZ - 10/9/00 - 5100016862 - (S: *Gr Ch
Crossfire Cantona A Z H.Neg x D: *Vonpeta Nadine A Z ET CD) – Bdr:
Damarell P/Pike J - Exh: Coppola J/Gale P
Excellent
2 years 9 months. dentition correct. large medium strong bitch standing on
upper limit of size. presented slightly out of coat today. good feminine
head however ideally the masking should be a little darker and the ear set
a little higher. slightly short neck level withers with nick behind firm back.
long slightly steep croup. good forequarter angulation where upper arm
should be better angled. yet to achieve final chest development. good
length of foreleg. good hindquarter angulation where upper thighbone
should be longer. stands correct in front. moves slightly narrow going firm
hocks. correct coming firm elbows. during movement displays good
groundcovering gait however both the reach and drive should be more
pronounced.

CHALLENGE BITCH
*SPELLBINDA HIGH SOCIETY AZ

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
CH.VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ

BABY PUPPY DOG
1. 219 ORRINSHIR ZEEBEAL - 27/1/03 - 3100110606 - (S: *Demtori
Gladiator A Z H.Neg - 2100103641 x D: *hagenstolz Nut Bush A Z V1513173) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Taylor S 4 ½ months Very Promising
221 SAGENHAFT REGARDEZ MOI - 28/2/03 - 5100027527 - (S: *Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x D: *Sagenhaft Sheer Charm A Z
- 5100006191) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Tester JA & CA 3 months
Very Promising

MINOR PUPPY DOG
1. 224 KARABACH POSEIDON - 20/9/02 - 3100103590 - (S: *Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: Sterbach Lemon Fizz 3100034055) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Karabach Kennels Very Promising
8 ½ months – well above medium size medium strong. Dog of good type,
very good head and expression good wither firm back slightly short but
well laid croup. good forequarter angulation which is of very good length
but is slightly steep. Very good chest proportions very good hind
angulation but a fraction long in hock. Steps correct in front and rear.
Hocks and elbows still to firm. During movement shows very good ground
covering gait with balanced reach and drive for age where he maintains a
good top line
2. 223 LEPPSDORF QUAKER - 13/9/02 - 5100025680 - (S: *Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x D: *Siegerheims Elke A Z
- 5100009372) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Hume L Very Promising
9 months – Large very strong substantial slightly stretched dog of good
type and good masculinity. Good head and expression level wither, firm
back slightly short but well laid croup. Good forequarter with good length
of the upper arm however steep good chest proportion. Good hindquarter.
Stands not quite correct in front. Steps correct behind with slightly loose
hocks and steps wide in front with very loose elbows In movement shows
good ground covering gait but lacks final firmness.
3. 225 GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE - 30/10/02 - 510002653 - (S:
*Alimanda Jak O Diamonds A Z H.Neg - 5100010545 x D: *Gilarisha
Blanch A Z - 5100016602) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Archbold I & R Very
Promising
7 ½ months – above medium size medium strong very well coloured and
pigmented dog. Very good head and expression medium eye colour
slightly stretched proportions. Level wither firm back slightly short but well
laid croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm is slightly
steep. Good hind angulation steps correct at rear, slightly wide in front
with loose elbows. During movement shows good ground covering gait
with good drive and his reach could be more effective.

PUPPY DOG
229 ORRINSHIR YORICK - 4/8/02 - 31000101527 - (S: *Stobar Peete A Z H.Neg
- 3100016052 x D: *Orrinshir Fancy Annie A Z - 3100055936) – Bdr: Exh - Exh:
Taylor S Very Promising
10 months – large substantial slightly stretched dog of very good type. Very good
head and expression good wither firm back slightly short but well laid croup.
Good fore angulation where the upper arm is slightly steep. Very good chest
proportions very good hind angulation steps slightly narrow behind correct in
front. Slightly loose hocks and elbows. During movement shows very good
ground covering gait with good reach and powerful drive.
227 VONRAUTEN DAX - 13/7/02 - 5100025141 - (S: *Ch Vonrauten Tano A Z
H.Neg - 5100019380 x D: Redhaus Callout A Z - 3100017658) – Bdr: Exh - Exh:
Vonrauten Kennels
Very Promising
11months – well above medium size strong substantial dog. Very good head and
expression eye could be slightly darker. Very good height to length proportion
good wither firm back slightly short but well laid croup. good fore angulation
where the upper arm is slightly steep. Maximum depth of chest proportion for
age. Very good hind angulation short strong hocks. Steps slightly narrow behind
correct in front. hocks and elbows still to firm. in movement shows good ground
covering gait the wither should remain higher but the reach should be a little
better.
226 SHEPHARDHILL GO FORBROKE - 24/6/02 - 5100025085 - (S: *Manprince
Quikas A Flash A Z H.Neg ET - 3100012084 x D: *Wilanjee Gay Lizzie A Z S227691) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Shephardhill Kennels Ungraded
11½ months – above medium size very fine insufficiently masculine lacking type.
Feminine head insufficient under jaw incorrect bite. Flat wither nick behind. Flat
croup. Short and steep upper arm insufficient chest. Good hindquarter. during
movement shows lack of balance. Far too light in condition. UNGRADED.

JUNIOR DOG
1. 231 SPELLBINDA JOKERS WILD AZ - 8/2/02 - 3100091832 - (S:
*Bodecka Grandslam A Z H.Neg - 3100046079 x D: *Ch Bronacre Ramoth
A Z - V1557475) – Bdr: Adams A - Exh: Smith D Mr & Mrs Very
Promising
15 Months – large slightly stretched proportions of very good type.
Medium strong very good head and expression correct dark eye. Very
good top and underlines. Good wither firm back. Just slightly short but
very well laid croup. Very good fore angulation where the upper arm is of
very good length but slightly steep. Correct hind balance short strong
hocks. Steps slightly narrow front and rear hocks and elbows still to find
final firmness. During movement shows good ground covering gait.

2. 233 SPELLBINDA KANU PRINCE - 5/5/02 - 3100096513 - (S: *Bodecka
Grandslam A Z H.Neg - 3100046079 x D: *Spellbinda High Society A Z 3100048535) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Adams A
Very Promising
13months – well above medium size medium strong dog of very good type
and good height to length proportions. Very good head medium eye
colour. Good wither firm back. Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore
angulation where the upper arm is just a fraction short and steep. Good
chest proportions, good hind angulation. Steps correct front and rear.
Hocks and elbows still slightly loose. During movement shows very good
ground covering gait transmitted through a firm back and maintains a good
topline.
3. 230 DELAFORCE GODFATHER AZ - 17/1/02 - 5100022665 - (S: *Ch
Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Astasia Zola A Z 4100035969) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Cooke I & M
Very Promising
17 months – Absolute limit of size steep substantial masculine slightly
stretched dog of very good type. Good wither firm back. Good length and
lay of the croup good fore angulation with very good length of upper arm
but steep. Very good chest proportions. Very good hind angulation steps
correct front and rear firm hocks slightly loose elbows. During movement
shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive. Ligaments over
topline still need to find final firmness.
4. 234 GRUNDELHARDT BRANDTNER - 7/6/02 - 5100024489 - (S: *Nilson
vom Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x D: *Grundelhardt
Orrinococo A Z - S1593544) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Cocks J & P
Very
Promising
12Months – Large medium strong well-coloured and pigmented dog of just
slightly stretched proportions good head and expression. Good wither firm
back short, slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation with very good
length of upper arm but steep. Good chest proportions. Good hind
angulation just slightly long in hock. In movement very good ground
covering gait with very good reach however the drive could be more
effective at the fast gait.
5. 232 STERBACH HUGO BOSS - 20/4/02 - 3100097002 - (S: *Troy vd
Noriswand a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ2040827 x D: *Sterbach Havana A
Z) – Bdr: Bainbridge N & L - Exh: Elliott R & U
Very Promising
13months – Very Large dog of good type with correct height to length
proportions. Medium strong very good head and expression very good
strength of underjaw dark eye high wither firm back slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm is slightly short
and slightly steep. Maximum chest depth. Very good hind angulation.
Steps correct rear slightly wide in front . slightly loose hocks and elbows in
movement shows good ground covering gait with good reach firm
ligaments over the topline.

INTERMEDIATE DOG

1. 235 *JARINDA RUSTIC CRUSADER AZ - 15/7/01 - 2100118028 - (S:
*Ch Dellahund Justa Crusader A Z - 2100031378 x D: *Karlrach Aims T
Please A Z - 2100012046) – Bdr: Dury D - Exh: Anderson Mr & Mrs C
Very Promising
23 months Large strong substantial very well coloured and pigmented red
sable dog. very masculine, slightly stretched in proportions, very strong
masculine head, lovely dark mask and eyes. good wither firm back,
slightly short well laid croup. very good fore angulation upper arm slightly
short and steep. very good chest proportions. very good hind angulation
steps correct front and rear. firm hocks slightly loose elbows. during
movement shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive.
maintains a good topline in movement, reach could occasionally be
slightly more effective in fast gait.
237 ALIMANDA TITAN AZ - 5/11/01 - 5100022183 - (S: *Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: Alimanda Jaqpot A Z) – Bdr: Butterfield ED
& J - Exh: Atkinson RL
Very Promising
19 months well above medium size, slightly stretched dog of very good type,
medium strong, very good head and expression. good wither firm back, slightly
short well laid croup. good fore angulation, upper arm slightly short and steep.
good chest proportions slightly short under chest. very good hind angulation.
steps correct front and rear, firm hocks slightly loose elbows. during movement
shows very good groundcovering gait maintains very good topline in movement
very good hind drive, reach could be more effective in fast gait.

OPEN DOG
1. 243 *CH.BODECKA GRANDSLAM AZ H.Neg - 30/8/99 - 3100046079 (S: *Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x D: *Bodecka
Bolly A Z CD - V1457945) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Joseph J Excellent
Large medium strong slightly stretched of very good type and very good
outline. Very well coloured and pigmented dog. Very good masculine head
and expression good with firm back. Just slightly short but very well laid
croup. Very good fore and hind quarter angulation. very good chest
proportion. Steps correct front and rear. Firm hock just marginally loose
elbows. In movement shows very good far-reaching and balanced
movement where he maintains a very good topline.
2. 238 *CH.LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY AZ H.Neg - 14/6/97 2100008734 - (S: *Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375
x D: *Leitungen Marie A Z - N1309652) – Bdr: Lines T - Exh: Lines T &
D/Shaw T & P
Excellent
Well above medium size slightly stretched dog of very good type. very
good top and underlines. very masculine head and expression. good
wither good back good lay of upper arm where the upperarm is slightly
short and steep. very good chest proportions. very correct hind angulation
short strong hocks. steps correct front and rear firm hocks and elbows.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

during movement shows very good ground covering gait and a correct
sequence of steps.
247 *ARKAHLA GONZO AZ H.Neg - 20/8/00 - 5100016460 - (S: *Ch
Arkahla Astrodome A Z H.Neg CD ET - S1429765 x D: *Arkahla
Foreffsake A Z - 5100007262) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: O’Loughlin W & J
Excellent
Just above medium size medium strong slightly stretched dog of very
good type. very good head and expression. good wither firm back just a
fraction short but very well laid croup. very good forequarter where the
upper arm while of good length is slightly steep. very good chest
proportions. Very good hindquarter. steps correct front and rear firm hocks
slightly loose elbows. during movement shows very good ground covering
gait he maintains a very good topline powerful drive and very good reach.
244 *VONPETA QUESTOR AZ H.Neg - 26/10/99 - 5100012653 - (S: *Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x D: *Ch Vonpeta Eva
A Z - S1512373) – Bdr: Damarell P/Pike J - Exh: Yardley P & I Excellent
Large medium strong very well pigmented sable dog of stretched
proportions. very good head and expression. good wither firm back good
length of croup just slightly steep. good fore angulation where the upper
arm is of very good length but slightly steep. good chest proportions. very
good hindquarter angulation. steps correct front and rear firm hocks.
during movement shows very good movement would like see slightly more
effective forequarter movement.
249 *ADELORA URANUS AZ H.Neg - 18/3/01 - 2100112553 - (S: *Ch
Denargun Browned Off A Z H.Neg - 3100014767 x D: *Gretelheim
Chelsea A Z - S1517603) – Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J Exh: Savelsburg Excellent
Large strong just slightly stretched dog very good type. very good head
and expression. very good dark mask and eye. good wither firm back
slightly short and just slightly steep croup. good forequarter angulation
where the upperarm is good but steep. good chest proportions. very good
hindquarter angulation. during movement shows very good ground
covering gait .
242 *NATCHEZ VAMPIRE SLAYER AZ H.Neg - 25/8/99 - 5100011974 (S: *Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Arkahla
Dressed to Kill A Z - S1615708) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Smith P
Excellent
Large medium strong slightly stretched dog of very good type. Very good
head and expression. good wither firm back but slightly short but well laid
croup. Good forequarter upper arm is slightly short and steep. steps
correct front and rear. firm hocks slightly loose in elbows. In movement
shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive and maintains a
good topline however forehand should be more effective in fast gait.
248 *CH.TAURORN JAZZMAN AZ H.Neg CD - 4/9/00 - 5100016638 - (S:
*Ch Arkahla Astrodome A Z H.Neg CD ET - S1429765 x D: *Delaforce
Cool Runnings A Z) – Bdr: Wellman G - Exh: Fielder B
Excellent
Large dog medium strong slightly stretched dog of very good type. very

good head and expression. good wither firm back just slightly short but
well laid croup very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm is
slightly short and steep. very good chest proportions. very good
hindquarter angulation. steps correct front and rear. during movement
shows very good ground covering gait with powerful drive but forehand
should be more effecting in fast gait.
8. 240 *RHOSYN KRISKROSS AZ H.Neg - 14/3/99 - 5100009936 - (S: *Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x D: *Rhosyn Ashanti A
Z - S1563722) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Collins SJ & C Excellent
Large medium strong very well coloured dog of very good type and slightly
stretched proportions. Good head and expression good dark mask would
like to see a little more strength in foreface. Good high wither firm back
slightly short but well laid croup. good forequarter angulation while of very
good angulation is steep. good chest proportions. Slightly long in hock.
steps correct in rear, being slightly wide in front. during movement shows
very good ground covering gait with good reach however the reach should
be freer.
9. 241 *ALIMANDA JAK O DIAMONDS AZ H.Neg - 29/4/99 - 5100010545 (S: *Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x D: *Alimanda
Taste O Honey A - S218794) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Butterfield E & J
Excellent
Large slightly stretched dog of good type. Medium strong. Very good head
and expression very dark eye good with firm back slightly short but well
laid croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm is slightly
short and steep. good chest proportions. very good hind good angulation.
slightly long hocks. Steps correct front and rear firm hocks slightly loose
elbows. Shows very good ground covering gait with forehand reach.
10. 246 *CH.VONRAUTEN MITCHELL AZ H.Neg - 16/8/00 - 5100016629 (S: *Jock v Arlett a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1917007 x D: Ch Vonrauten
Sierrah A Z - S1631887) – Bdr: Exh - Exh: Vonrauten Kennels
Very
Good
Medium sized medium strong slightly stretched dog of very good type.
very good head and expression level wither firm back. slightly short but
well laid croup. good forequarter angulation where the upper arm is
slightly short and steep. good chest proportions. very good hind quarter
angulation short strong hocks. during movement shows very good ground
covering gait with powerful drive maintains good topline however the
reach should be more effective during the fast gait. steps slightly narrow
from behind correct in front slightly loose elbows.
11. 250 *RHOSYN SHOWMAN AZ - 26/5/01 - 5100019954 - (S: *Ch
Leitungen Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x D: *Rhosyn Ashanti A
Z - S1563722) – Bdr: Collins SJ & C - Exh: Karasaridis J
Very Good
Very large very strong very substantial standing on the absolute
maximum. slightly stretched dog of good type. very good head and
expression. good wither firm back slightly short slightly steep croup. good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm is of good length is slightly

steep. good chest proportions. steps correct front and rear. slightly loose
hocks and elbows. movement shows good ground covering gait maintains
good topline occasionally front and rear should be much freer.

CHALLENGE DOG
Hero von Grundel Trophy
*CH.BODECKA GRANDSLAM AZ H.Neg

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
*CH.LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY AZ H.Neg

OBEDIENCE TRIAL
UTILITY
1. 251. Alimanda Last Legend AZ CDX – Exhibitor MA & RJ Parkinson
Enthusiastic dog and most willing to work.
2. 252. OC Iniff Excalibur – Exhibitor JE Wilmot
Good performance of team work between handler and dog. The dog a
little sluggish which resulted in the dog being withdrawn from the Open
class.

OPEN
1. 254. OC. Iniff Street Credit AD – Exhibitor JE Wilmot
This team was a delight to judge, all exercises were performed with great
skill and communication between dog and handler. First Place on 193 and
Winner of Winner
2. 253. Rovene Gamblers Corah CD – Exhibitor G De Ridder
Heel work showing both good work, mixed with a little inattention.
3. 256. Satyr Ida CD - Exhibitor MA & RJ Parkinson
This dog was new to the Open Class but did a solid performance of the
work only failing the Retrieve over the Jump.
4. 257. Aldahoven Just Jazz AZ CD – Exhibitor A Rumble
This dog and handler team worked with skill and enthusiasm. Stepped
through the broad jump which caused it to fail on the day.

NOVICE
1. 269. Siegerheims Jana – Exhibitor J & M Hartshorne
The dog and handler displayed high quality teamwork with some excellent
work. They deserved to win the Novice Class on 188
2. 260. Leberhine Matt – Exhibitor T Conway
Overall it was good teamwork although the dog played around in the heel
free. I would like to see less exaggerated signals. Very willing work with a
pass on 185
3. 258. Arkahla Gonzo AZ H Neg – Exhibitor W & J O’Loughlin
The dog worked very well, although easily distracted. 3rd place 180.
4. 259. Kane – Exhibitor K Banister
The dog held position but lost points on missed positions. Failed the sit
stay
5. 261. Natchez Zippidoda – Exhibitor B Gunn
This dog and handler had good skills in team work but the dog lagged in
the heel work. Failed the down stay
6. 262. Sarazo Whistler – Exhibitor C & M Bavdekar
This dog and handler are new to trailing and the handler was very
nervous. The dog has the potential to work very well on a good day.
7. 264. Vonpeta Ralph – Exhibitor L Taylor
More work is needed by the handler to keep the attention of the dog.
Failed the Heel Free
8. 265. Sheprose Elite – Exhibitor A & J Williams
This dog and handler worked briskly displaying good teamwork,
unfortunately the dog failed the recall due to over enthusiasm and ran past
the handler.
9. 266. Bruangie Ultra Melody – Exhibitor D & Y Joy
This dog and handler displayed neat ring skills, although the dog was
inatatentive at times. Fail both stand for exam and stand stays.
10. 268. Sagenhaft Sheer Majic AZ TDX – Exhibitor J Doolette
This dog missed quite a few positions resulting the heel free exercise
being called off.

IN SHOW AWARDS
WINNER OF WINNERS
OC. Iniff Street Credit AD

DUAL PERFORMANCE TROPHY
Donated by Delaforce & Vondussa Kennels

*Arkahla Gonzo A.Z. H. Neg.

BEST IN SHOW
*Spellbinda High Society A Z

RUNNER UP IN SHOW
*Ch Bodecka Grandslam A Z H Neg

BABY PUPPY IN SHOW
Delaforce Hubba Bubba

MINOR PUPPY IN SHOW
Bruangie Zelta

PUPPY IN SHOW
Adelora Zena

JUNIOR IN SHOW
Spellbinda Jokers Wild A Z

INTERMEDIATE IN SHOW
*Jarinda Rustice Crusader A Z

OPEN IN SHOW
*Spellbinda High Society A Z

